We discuss the direct production of light stringy states. Those states correspond to the lightest stringy excitations localized at the intersection of two D-brane stacks and their mass can be parametrically smaller than the string scale. Thus in a low string scale scenario one may observe stringy signatures at LHC even in the absence of the usual string resonances. We compute the tree level string scattering amplitude involving two gauge bosons and two such light stringy states. We give the squared amplitude summed over all polarization and gauge configuration and eventually apply the result to the quark sector of a D-brane realization of the Standard Model.
Introduction
D-brane compactifications have been proven to be a successful framework for realistic model building 1 . In those string constructions the gauge bosons are strings attached to a stack of lower-dimensional hyperplanes, so called D-branes, while the chiral matter, such as the Standard Model (SM) fermions, are strings that appear at the intersection of different D-brane stacks.
In such constructions the four-dimensional Planck mass depends on the whole internal volume while the gauge couplings of the gauge theory living on a D-brane stack is controlled by the volume of the cycle the D-brane wraps in the compactified dimension. Thus compactifications which exhibit a hierarchy in the volumes of the cycles wrapped by the SM D-brane sector (small cycles) and the transverse dimensions (large dimensions) give rise to a small string scale. In principle after moduli stabilization one may even end up with a Calabi-Yau manifold that large, that the string scale M s is of the order of a few TeV [5] [6] [7] . Such a scenario provides a solution to the hierarchy and cosmological constant problems but may also lead to interesting signatures observable at the LHC such as signs of anomalous Z ′ physics as well as Kaluza Klein states (see, e.g. ) 2 .
Hidden Sectors Standard Model
Such a scenario is displayed in figure 1 , where the Standard Model sector is localized on a small region of the full Calabi-Yau manifold. Note that the cycles wrapped by the SM D-brane sector are small, thus reproducing the observed SM gauge couplings, while the overall volume of the Calabi-Yau is large, allowing for a string scale in the TeV region opening the possibility for the direct detection of string excitations.
In a series of papers [25, [29] [30] [31] ] the authors study tree-level string scattering amplitudes containing massless bosons and fermions that can be identified with the SM fields. They show that amplitudes containing at most two chiral fermions exhibit a universal behaviour independently of the specifics of the compactification. The poles of these scattering amplitudes correspond to exchanges of Regge excitations of the SM gauge bosons, whose mass scales like the string mass. Due to the universal behaviour of these amplitudes, which in turn give them a predictive power, LHC is able to constrain the string scale to be above 4.5 TeV [43] [44] [45] .
At the intersection of two D-brane stacks there exists beyond the massless fermion a whole tower of stringy excitations, so called light stringy states, whose mass is M 2 = θM 2 s , where θ denotes the intersection angle between these two Dbrane stacks [46] . Given a small intersection angle those light stringy states can 1 For recent reviews on D-brane model building as well as specific MSSM D-brane constructions, see [1] [2] [3] [4] and references therein.
2 For a recent review, see [42] . be significantly lighter than the first Regge excitations of the gauge bosons and are expected to be observed prior to the latter. In figure 2 we depict a D-brane SM realization. While the SM gauge bosons live on the world volume of the D-brane stacks the SM fermions are localized at the intersections of different D-brane stacks. At each intersection there exist a tower of massive stringy excitations that can be significantly lighter than the string scale for some regions in the parameter space. Let us stress that in this setup one has for each massless fermion a separate tower of stringy excitations with a different mass spacing. In that respect it can be easily discriminated from Kaluza-Klein scenarios, in which generically the mass gap is for each particle the same.
In this paper we plan to further investigate those light stringy states. More precisely, we compute 4-point tree level string scattering amplitudes containing two gauge bosons and two light stringy states. A crucial ingredient in this calculation is the exact knowledge of the vertex operators of the light stringy states, which we derive applying the dictionary laid out in [46] . Equipped with those we then compute the full string scattering amplitude and sum over all polarization and gauge configurations of the squared amplitude. Eventually we apply our results to a Dbrane realization of the Standard Model, thus bringing it into a form suitable to comparison to LHC data.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we discuss in detail the vertex operators of light stringy states. Given those in section 3 we evaluate the tree level string scattering amplitude involving two gauge bosons and two light stringy states. In section 4 we compute the squared amplitudes summed over all the polarization and gauge configurations of initial and final particles involved. Eventually we apply our findings to a D-brane realization of the Standard Model.
Vertex operators
Before discussing the vertex operators of light stringy states let us briefly describe the setup in which we perform our analysis 3 . Our explicit string computation will be carried out for type IIA, however analogous results hold true for the T-dual type IIB picture. To be more precise, in order to ensure calculability of the string amplitudes, we assume that the region in the Calabi-Yau manifold where SM D-brane sector is localized, does locally look like a factorizable six-torus T 6 = T 2 ×T 2 ×T 2 , analogously to the assumption in [25] . Then the D6-branes will wrap 3 cycles within this local factorizable six-torus. In figure 3 we display an intersection between such two D-brane stacks on a factorizable six-torus. As pointed out in [46] beyond the massless fermion ψ 4 there exists a whole tower of stringy excitations 5 , with the lightest being ψ. The mass depends on the smallest intersection angle, which without loss of generalization we assume from now on to be the intersection angle in the first two-torus, θ 1 ab . For the proper normalization of the vertex operators of the gauge bosons as well as of the massive fermionic states ψ, discussed in detail in the subsequent section, let us display the low energy effective action for those particles
3 For more details, see [25] , where the authors use an analogous setup. 4 To keep the discussion general we denote with ψ a massive light stringy state appearing at an arbitrary intersection of two D-brane stacks. In the context of the SM ψ can be the lightest stringy excitation of any massless fermionic SM field, as depicted in figure 2.
5 Note that for each two-torus there exists a set of independent creation operators, which can be applied to the ground state. For details, see [46] . 
with T a and T b being the generators of the respective gauge symmetries. Finally the ellipses indicate additional terms, such as the kinetic terms for the super partners as well as interaction terms.
The aim of this work is to compute the string four-point scattering amplitude of two gauge bosons into the lightest stringy excitation of the massless chiral fermion localized at the intersection of two D6-branes. More precisely, we want to calculate the string amplitude
where A denotes the gauge field living on the D-brane, ψ denotes the lightest stringy excitation of the massless chiral fermion localized at the intersection of two D6-brane stacks a and b, and ψ being the complex conjugated counterpart of ψ. In the following we discuss and display the vertex operators of the respective particles that are required to carry out the computation of (2.3). Let us start by displaying the vertex operators for the gauge bosons. In the (-1)-ghost picture it takes the form
while in the (0)-ghost picture it is given by
Here ǫ µ is the polarization vector, while [
denotes the Chan-Paton factor, where a denotes the D-brane stack on which the gauge boson is localized and the indices α 1 and α 2 describe the two string ends. Finally, the string vertex coupling g A can be determined by computing the three gauge boson disk scattering amplitude and comparing it with the low energy effective action (2.1) yielding to
Now let us turn to the fermionic vertex operator localized at the intersections of two D-brane stacks a and b. We assume that the two D-brane stacks intersect 6 Here we use the normalization factor
Dpa for disk amplitudes containing strings localized solely on a single D-brane stack [25, 47, 48] . figure 3 . Though it is irrelevant for the analysis performed here we assume that the two D-brane stacks intersect such that N = 1 supersymmetry is preserved, which for the setup at hand implies
Here the angles are measured in multiples of π. The R-sector contains a massless fermion given by the R-vacuum | θ R , whose vertex operator for the concrete choice of intersection angles (2.7) takes the form 
with the ellipses indicate additional terms containing purely ghost contributions which are irrelevant for our analysis. Here we introduced the complex coordinates
∂X I + i∂Y I with I = 1, 2, 3 denoting the internal (compactified) dimensions. Given (2.9) one obtains, using the operator product expansions (OPE's ) displayed in appendix A, that BRST invariance is ensured if one requires
where the second part of (2.10) is the EOM for a massless Weyl fermion. Finally, the string vertex coupling g ψ can be derived by calculating the three point amplitude Aψψ and comparing it to the effective action (2.1) in an analogous fashion as before for the gauge boson vertex coupling g A . One obtains
where we used the normalization factor for a disk scattering amplitude containing strings stretched between different D-brane stacks that is given by C D2 = α ′−2 e −φ 10 . As pointed out above there are stringy excitations which in case of a low string scale may be observable at LHC in the near future. Let us focus on lightest string excitations, which assuming that θ 1 ab is the smallest of all three intersection angles [46] are given by
Here | θ , and combine into a massive Dirac spinor ψ, whose vertex operator takes the form using the dictionary derived in [46] and summarized in appendix B
Here v and u denote the left and right-moving Weyl fermions of the light stringy state ψ = ( v α , uα), where the respective chirality is dictated by the U(1) world-sheet charge. Note that in contrast to the vertex operator of the massless fermion (see eq. (2.8)) the vertex operator of ψ contains not only regular twist fields but also the higher excited bosonic and fermionic twist fields. One can easily check that BRST invariance requires In order to compute the string amplitude (2.3) we need in addition to the gauge boson vertex operators (2.4) and (2.5) and the fermionic vertex operator (2.13) also the vertex operator of the complex conjugated of the massive Dirac spinor ψ. It is given by the state 16) where the operators α and ψ do correspond to the creation operators of a system of intersecting D6-branes system with opposite intersection angles 8 . The corresponding vertex operator takes the form
where BRST invariance implies for the left-and right-moving Weyl components u α and vα to satisfy the Dirac equation, analogously to the Weyl components of massive fermion vertex operator (2.13). Finally, in an analogous fashion as before for the g ψ we determine g ψ by computing the three-point function A ψ ψ and comparing it to the effective action (2.1) resulting in
Given (2.4), (2.5), (2.13) and (2.17) we have now all the four vertex operators required to perform the computation of the disk scattering amplitude (2.3).
The scattering amplitude
In the previous section we derived all the vertex operators necessary to compute the amplitude containing two gauge bosons the two massive fermions ψ and ψ. Using the correlators displayed in appendix A we obtain for the scattering amplitude (2.3)
Here x ij = x i − x j and we dropped for the moment the Chan-Paton factors which will determine the relative positions of the respective vertex operator. As we will see momentarily the order of the Chan Paton factors depends crucially on whether the two gauge bosons from the same, x = y or from different D-brane stacks x = y. The Mandelstam variables s, t and u are given by the usual expressions
and satisfy the relation
Finally, the factor V CKG is the volume of the conformal Killing group of the disk, which can be accounted for by fixing three vertex operator positions and adding the appropriate c-ghost correlator. While the generic four point amplitude is given by the sum over all 6 cyclic invariant orderings of the vertex operators, where each ordering gives rise to different integration region, the trace over Chan-Paton factors of the respective vertex operators gives only non-vanishing amplitudes for specific integration regions. Fixing the vertex operator positions to be
with both gauge bosons arising from the same D-brane stack (see figure 4 .a and 4.b) we have the two integration regions −∞ < x 2 < 0 and 0 < x 2 < 1. On the other hand if the two gauge bosons arise from different D-brane stacks we have only one integration region, namely 1 < x 2 < ∞ (see figure 4 .c). Adding the c-ghost correlator
due to the fixing of the three vertex operator positions we obtain for the amplitude with the two gauge bosons living on the same D-brane stack
where the kinematic factors K and K take the form
Here B[m, n] denotes the Euler Beta function that can be represented by the integral
For the sake of clarity we introduced the modified Mandelstam variables, defined as
that satisfy the relation
On the other hand for the two gauge bosons arising from two different stacks of D-branes we obtain
with K and K again given by (3.7) and (3.8), respectively. Note that in the limit θ 1 ab → 0, thus in the limit in which the fermion ψ becomes massless, we get the exact same results as for the scattering amplitude of two gauge bosons with two massless fermions as computed in [25] and summarized in appendix D.
After a few simple manipulations of the traces the amplitudes take the form
where we introduced the generalized Veneziano formfactor given by
In the following section we will take the results (3.13) and (3.14) square them and sum over all polarization and gauge configurations. Eventually we will apply our findings to the quark sector of a SM D-brane realization.
Squared amplitudes
In this chapter we compute the squared amplitudes summed over helicities and spins, respectively, as well as over the gauge indices of initial and final particles involved in the scattering process. Eventually we will average over all the initial gauge as well as polarization configurations. First let us focus on the kinematics of the cross section, thus we sum over all spins and helicities of the massive fermions and gauge bosons. This involves the computation of the following expression
where the h i indicate the helicities of the massless gauge bosons and the s i denote the spin polarizations of the massive fermions. Using the following completeness relations
for the gauge bosons as well as the massive fermions one obtains applying various trace identities of sigma matrices displayed in appendix C for (4.1)
where we defined for the sake of clarity
The resulting squared amplitudes before summation over the gauge indices then take the form
where f abc denote the totally antisymmetric structure constants, T a , T b = if abc T c . In the low energy limit α ′ → 0, in case of abelian gauge bosons we expect that (4.7) reduces to the Klein-Nishina formula, describing the Compton cross section. To be precise we have to take the limit α ′ → 0, while keeping m ψ fixed, since otherwise the particle ψ becomes infinitely heavy and should be integrated out, and thus would not be part of the low energy effective action. Performing the limit gives for the generalized Veneziano formfactors
where S, T , and U are the modified Mandelstam variables divided by α ′ . Plugging (4.10) into (4.7) gives
which indeed coincides with the Klein-Nishina formula [52] 9 . Concerning the summation over the gauge indices we use the fact that the quadratic Casimir of the SU(N) symmetry is
as well as the relation
to manipulate (4.7) and (4.8) to
Below we will apply these formulae to the quark sector of a Standard Model D-brane realization.
Connection to the Standard Model
In the following we apply the previously carried out computation to D-brane realization of the a Standard Model. We will focus on the stringy excitations of the quark sector, but an analogous analysis can be carried out for the stringy excitations of the leptonic sector as well. Recall that the left-handed quarks Q L and its stringy excitations Q L arise from the intersection of color D-brane stack and the SU(2) L D-brane stack. On the other hand the right-handed quarks d R and its stringy excitations d R , as well as u R and its stringy excitation u R are localized at the intersection of the color D-brane stack and a U(1) D-brane stack, which we will call c and d, respectively 10 (see figure 5 ).
9 The Klein-Nishina formula is usually given in terms of two incoming and two outgoing particles. Here instead we use all four momenta as incoming. In addition the authors of [52] use a different metric as well as a different convention for the Mandelstam variables, which however can be easily accounted for. Moreover, in contrast to the result presented in [52] we do not average over the initial polarizations. 10 Here we assume that the quarks are always realized as bi-fundamentals and moreover, that all three families arise from the same D-brane stack intersection. One can easily generalise this scenario to setups in which the different families are differently charged with respect to D-brane gauge symmetries. For original work on local D-brane configurations, see [53, 54] . For a systematic analysis of local D-brane configurations, see [55] [56] [57] [58] . Note that each D-brane intersection will give rise to different intersection angles and thus stringy excitations localized at different intersections will have different masses. Let us start by considering gluon fusion into massive stringy excitations of the left-quarks, namely Q L and Q L . The latter are localized between the color D-brane stack a and the SU(2) L D-brane stack b, thus between two non-abelian D-brane stacks.
Using (4.14), and averaging over all initial states which implies dividing by 2(N 2 a − 1) for each gauge boson due to the two helicities and the dimension of the adjoint representation of SU(N a ), we get
, g denoting the color gauge coupling, and N a = 3 and N b = 2 due to the fact that Q L is stretched between an SU(3) and SU(2) D-brane stack.
On the other hand the gluon scattering into the stringy excitations of the right- 11 The mass of the lightest stringy excitation depends on the smallest intersection angle. In the explicit computation we assume the smallest of the three intersection angles to be θ 1 ab . As pointed out before the analysis is independent of the choice which of the three intersection angles is the smallest.
handed quarks, u R and d R take the form
= θ ad , respectively and the appropriate modifications in the definitions of S, T and U compared to (3.10) . Note that in contrast to the scattering into stringy excitations of the left-handed quarks Q L , where the spectator D-brane was a U(2) D-brane stack, in (4.17) as well as (4.18) the spectator D-brane stack is a U(1) stack, explaining the factor of 2 difference, compared to (4.16).
From (4.14) and (4.15) we can also deduce other processes by using the crossing relations. Those include the scattering of a gluon onto a stringy excitation of the quarks as well as the annihilations of stringy excitations of the quarks into gluons. The results of those processes are summarized in table 1. Note that the definitions of S, T and U crucially depend on the constituents of the process and generically are different for each scattering process 12 . Again we averaged over all initial polarization and gauge configurations.
Finally, we also display the processes in which a B boson, the gauge boson living on the SU(2) D-brane stack, is involved. The squared amplitude can be derived from 19) where g again denotes the color gauge coupling and g B is the gauge coupling of the B-boson gauge group. From (4.19) we can determine all other processes using the crossing relations in an analogous fashion as done above. We display the processes in table 1 where we again average over all the initial polarization and gauge configurations.
Conclusions
In this work we investigate stringy excitations of states localized at the intersection of two D-brane stacks. We argue that the mass of those so called light stringy states can be as low as the TeV scale, in compactifications which lead to a low string scale such as large volume scenarios. It should be stressed that those light stringy states can be process significantly lighter than the Regge states of the gauge bosons discussed in [25, [29] [30] [31] . Moreover, in contrast to Kaluza Klein theories, where to each massless (SM-) particle there is a tower of massive states with same mass spacing, here for each massless particle there exists a tower of massive states, however all those particle towers come with different mass spacing 13 . This is due to the fact that the mass gaps depend on one hand on the string scale M s but also on the intersection angle, which generically is different for different particles.
We compute the disk string scattering amplitude containing two gauge bosons and two of fermionic light stringy states. As a preparatory but crucial step we determine the explicit vertex operators of light stringy states extending previous investigations [46] . Eventually we sum over all polarizations and color configurations of the initial and final states. In the limit of θ ab → 0, i.e. in the limit in which those light stringy states become massless, we recover the results of [25] , which analyzed the scattering of two gauge bosons onto two massless fermions. Moreover, we show assuming abelian gauge bosons that in the low energy limit our squared amplitude coincides with the Klein-Nishina formula.
Finally we apply our computation to the scattering of two SM gauge bosons onto two stringy excitations of the quark sector. The squared amplitudes summed over all final polarization and gauge configurations as well as averaged over all initial ones are summarized in table 1.
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A. OPE's and correlators
The OPE's of the regular and excited boson twist fields take the form [59, 60] 14
where the conformal dimensions of the respective twist fields are
As pointed out in [59] bosonic anti-twist fields can be written as bosonic twist fields with the angle a replaced by 1 − a, for instance σ
In addition throughout this work we need the following OPE's
14 Note the different prefactors compared to the OPE's displayed in [59, 60] , e.g. for the OPE ∂Z τ . The appearance of the angle dependent pre facto can be easily derived as demonstrated below. Let us recall the mode expansion of ∂Z and ∂Z that take the form
where the only non-vanishing commutators are [α n±θ , α m∓θ ] = (m ± θ). For positive angles the ground state is given by
where the ground state | θ is identified with the bosonic twist field σ. Let us now act with ∂Z on the ground state | θ ∼ σ(0)
Thus τ is identified with the state α −1+θ | θ , reproducing the above OPE's. Acting with the ∂Z on α −1+θ | θ ∼ τ (0) one obtains
where we used the commutation relations. Thus we conclude
Analogously one can derive all other OPE's involving the bosonic twist fields.
For the string amplitude computation we apply the correlators
(A.10)
as well as 
B. State -Vertex operator dictionary
In table 2 we display the dictionary between state and their corresponding vertex operators in the Ramond sector, which we apply in chapter 2 to determine the vertex operators of the massless fermion ψ and the fermionic light stringy state ψ. For more details, see [46] Positive angles Negative angles state vertex operator state vertex operator 15 For twist correlators involving higher excited bosonic twist fields, see [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] .
C. Trace identities
Here we present some trace identities used throughout the chapter 4 In this section, we recall the key steps in the computation of the four-point scattering amplitude of two gauge bosons into two massless chiral fermions localized at the intersection of two D6-branes [25] 
The first three vertex operators are given in (2.4), (2.5) and (2.8), respectively, while the last one takes the form 
